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I. INTRODUCTION
Plaintiffs György Bessenyei %i6Q__QZeQUj& and Robert S. Goggin, III
%i<[SSUZj& (collectively, `TQ iDXMUZ`URR_j&, shareholders of Defendant Vermillion,
>ZO( %iIQ^YUXXU[Zj [^ `TQ i7[Y\MZej&' M 8QXMcM^Q corporation, initiated this action
against Vermillion and certain of its current and former dirQO`[^_ %`TQ i>ZPUbUPaMX
8QRQZPMZ`_j&(1 VQ^YUXXU[Zl_ 6[M^P [R 8U^QO`[^_ %`TQ i6[M^Pj& is made up of three
separate classes of directors, each of which has staggered three-year terms. Before
May 15, 2012, there were seven director seats on the Board in total: two Class I
directors, three Class II directors, and two Class III directors. At the June 2012
annual stockholder meeting, it was expected that the two Class III seats would be
up for election.
On February 15, 2012, the Plaintiffs nominated a slate of candidates to fill
these two seats, initiating a proxy contest.

On May 15, 2012, the Individual

Defendants MYQZPQP IQ^YUXXU[Zl_ NeXMc_ to reduce the size of the Board from
seven to six members, leaving only one Class III seat up for election at the June
2012 annual stockholder meeting, instead of the original two. The Plaintiffs allege
that the Individual Defendants breached their fiduciary duties by eliminating the
Board seat. The Plaintiffs further requested declaratory and injunctive relief that
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would require Vermillion to allow its shareholders to elect two directors at the
upcoming annual stockholder meeting.
The regular processing of this action was derailed because the Defendants
learned that the signatures of one of the Plaintiffs had been improperly notarized.
The Defendants moved to dismiss this action because Bessenyei was out of the
United States when a Pennsylvania notary public notarized documents with jurats
reciting that Bessenyei had i\Q^_[ZMXXe M\\QM^QP NQR[^Q KTQ^Lj UZ DQZZ_eXbMZUM(
The Court now addresses the 8QRQZPMZ`_l A[`U[Z `[ 8U_YU__ \a^_aMZ` `[
Court of Chancery Rule 41(b).

II. BACKGROUND
At issue is the legitimacy of three verifications executed by Bessenyei for
use in this litigation, as required by Court of Chancery Rule 3(aa): the first, dated
May 25, 2012, filed with Plaintiffsl initial complaint %`TQ iMay 25 vQ^URUOM`U[Zj);
the second, dated June 1, 2012, filed with DXMUZ`URR_l 5YQZPQP IQ^URUQP 7[Y\XMUZ`
(the iJune 1 vQ^URUOM`U[Zj); and the third, dated June 26, 2012, RUXQP cU`T DXMUZ`URR_l
EQ_\[Z_Q_ `[ 8QRQZPMZ`_l ;U^_` FQ` [R >Z`Q^^[SM`[^UQ_ %`TQ iJune 26 vQ^URUOM`U[Zj).
Court of Chancery Rule 3(aa) requires that all complaints and related
pleadings be accompanied by a notarized verification from a qualified individual
for each named plaintiff, one which attests to the correctness and truthfulness of
2

the filing.2 All three challenged verifications purport to contain representations by
Bessenyei that they are iFJCEB GCj Ne Bessenyei and i_aN_O^UNQP NQR[^Qj
Jennifer L. 6QZZQ`` %i6QZZQ``j&' M Pennsylvania notary public who works in
Philadelphia. When each of the three documents was signed, Bessenyei was not
only not in Pennsylvania, but he also was not in the United States.
III. CONTENTIONS
The Defendants allege that although each of the three May 25, June 1, and
June 26 verifications was purportedly signed by Bessenyei, they were improperly
notarized by Bennett and therefore are invalid as verifications. They claim that
Goggin, a Pennsylvania attorney, caused Bennett, a legal assistant in his
Pennsylvania law office, to notarize these verifications even though Bennett did
not personally witness Bessenyei sign the documents before her.
The Defendants argue that because Bessenyei was not present in
Pennsylvania before Bennett when these notarizations took place, the notarizations
are invalid and in violation of Pennsylvania law. In turn, the Defendants claim that,
if these notarizations are invalid, their use as verifications for the purposes of
Delaware law and Court of Chancery Rule 3(aa) is also therefore invalid. The
Defendants further allege `TM` DXMUZ`URR_l 8QXMcM^Q O[aZ_QX had apparent
knowledge that the verifications were invalid, and yet still caused the May 25 and
2
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June 1 verifications to be filed improperly with the Court, and the June 26
verification to be improperly transmitted to the Defendants.
IV. APPLICABLE LAW
A. Rule 41(b) Motion to Dismiss for Failure to Comply with Court of
Chancery Rules
Court of Chancery Rule 41(b) provides `TM` iM PQRQZPMZt may move for
dismissal of an action or of any claim against the defendant . . . for failure of the
plaintiff to . . . comply with the [Court of ChanceryL EaXQ_ [^ MZe [^PQ^ [R O[a^`(j
Rule 41(b) further states that a dismissal under these circumstances i[\Q^M`Q_ M_ MZ
adjudication upon the merits.j
The parties agree that the Parfi standard governs the application of
Rule 41(b).3 In Parfi, this Court held that i`TQ TM^_T _MZO`U[Z [R PU_YU__MXj under
Rule 41(b) U_ \^[\Q^ icTQZ M \M^`e WZ[cUZSXe YU_XQMP_ a court of equity in order
to secure an unfair tactical advantage.j4 ;a^`TQ^' PU_YU__MX U_ \^[\Q^ cTQZ i`TQ
tradition of civility and candor that has characterized litigation UZ `TU_ O[a^`j U_
threatened because i`TQ UZ`QS^U`e [R `TQ XU`USM`U[Z \^[OQ__ U_ fundamentally
aZPQ^YUZQP UR \M^`UQ_ M^Q Z[` OMZPUP cU`T `TQ O[a^`(j5 This Court TM_ iUZTQ^QZ`
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authority to police the litigation process, to ensure that acts that undermine the
UZ`QS^U`e [R `TM` \^[OQ__ M^Q _MZO`U[ZQP(j6
B. The Verification Requirement under Delaware Law
All complaints and comparable pleadings filed in this Court must be
accompanied by a notarized verification for each named plaintiff, attesting to the
correctness and truthfulness of the filing.7 Rule 3(aa) \^[bUPQ_ `TM` iMXX O[Y\XMUZ`_,
counterclaims, cross-claims and third party complaints, and any amendments
thereto, shall be verified by each of tTQ \M^`UQ_ RUXUZS _aOT \XQMPUZS(j 8 When
bQ^URUOM`U[Z [R M \XQMPUZS U_ ^Q]aU^QP aZPQ^ `TQ EaXQ_' `TQ \XQMPUZS Ya_` NQ iunder
oath or affirmation by the party filing such pleading that the matter contained
`TQ^QUZ UZ_[RM^ M_ U` O[ZOQ^Z_ `TQ \M^`el_ MO` MZP PQQP U_ `^aQ' MZP _[ RM^ M_ ^QXM`Q_ `[
`TQ MO` MZP PQQP [R MZe [`TQ^ \Q^_[Z' U_ NQXUQbQP Ne `TQ \M^`e `[ NQ `^aQ(j9
The purpose of Rule 3(aa) is at least twofold: first, the matter set forth in any
pleading must be verified by someone attesting to its correctness and truthfulness;
and second, such a person must sign the pleading and have her signature notarized
in order to confirm the authenticity of the signature. Signatures on Delaware
pleadings notarized outside of Delaware are sufficient to satisfy the verification
requirements of Rule 3(aa), as long as they are valid notarizations under the law of
6
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the foreign jurisdiction in which they are signed.10 Because the verifications at
issue purport to have been notarized before a Philadelphia notary public,
Pennsylvania law governs their validity.
C. The Validity of the Notarizations under Pennsylvania Law
GTQ _QO`U[Z [R DQZZ_eXbMZUMl_ notary public law governing personal
M\\QM^MZOQ_ NQR[^Q M Z[`M^e ^Q]aU^Q_ `TM` M Z[`M^e iTMbQ _M`U_RMO`[^e QbUPQZOQ `TM`
the person appearing before the notary is the person described in and who is
QdQOa`UZS `TQ UZ_`^aYQZ`(j 11 The statute plainly requires that the actual person
iM\\QM^[] NQR[^Q `TQ Z[`M^ej UZ [^PQ^ R[^ M Z[`M^UfM`U[Z `[ NQ bMXUP( Pennsylvania
courts have consistently held, that aZPQ^ DQZZ_eXbMZUMl_ Z[`M^e XMc' `TQ signatory
must appear personally before the notary who is notarizing a signed document.
In '<84CD? Estate, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania held that the personal
appearance of a signer is fundamental to the purpose of notarization: iK`LTQ Q__QZOQ
of the notarial certificate is that the document has been executed, and that the
notary knows that he is confronted by the signer, and that the signer is asserting the
RMO` [R TU_ QdQOa`U[Z(j 12 In Frey, the Superior Court of Pennsylvania held that
iKcLTQZ M Z[`M^e \aNXUO P[Q_ OQ^`URe M P[OaYQZ`' TQ M``Q_`_ `TM` `TQ P[OaYQZ` TM_
been executed or is about to be executed, that the notary knows that he is
10

Kortum v. Webasto Sunroofs, Inc., 769 A.2d 113 (Del. Ch. 2000) (finding a notarization under
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confronted by the signer, and that the signer is asserting the fact of his
QdQOa`U[Z(j13
Pennsylvania courts have also concluded that it is unlawful in Pennsylvania
to notarize documents that are not signQP UZ `TQ Z[`M^el_ \^Q_QZOQ( In Downing,
the Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court found invalid a notarization performed by
a notary public who iMRRUdQP TQ^ Z[`M^e _QMX `[ M P[OaYQZ` cTUOT' MX`T[aST _USZQP
by [the appellant], had not been signed in her presence.j14 The Downing court
further stated that iwhile it is all too common a practice for notaries public to affix
their seals to documents not signed in their presence, such a practice, however, is
clearly unlawful, and should not be condoned, for the evils of such an unlawful
practiOQ M^Q ^QMPUXe M\\M^QZ`( ( ( (j15
To underscore the importance that Pennsylvania law attaches to the validity
of notarizations, Pennsylvania courts regard M RMUXa^Q i`[ _USZ `TQ MRRUPMbU` NQR[^Q
`TQ Z[`M^ej M_ iM PQRQO` `TM` OMZZ[` NQ OTM^MO`Q^UfQP M_ YQ^QXe k`QOTZUOMX'lj and
considers dismissal of an improperly-notarized complaint as an appropriate
remedy.16
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D. The Delaware Uniform Unsworn Foreign Declarations Act
The

Delaware

Uniform

Unsworn

Foreign

Declarations

Act

(the

i8QOXM^M`U[Z_ 5O`j&17 provides an alternate avenue for plaintiffs physically located
outside the boundaries of the United States to verify their complaints and pleadings
under Court of Chancery Rule 3(aa). Under the Declarations Act, if a Delaware
XMc i^Q]aU^es or permits use of a sworn declaration, an unsworn declaration
meeting the requirements [of the Declarations Act] has the same effect as a sworn
PQOXM^M`U[Z(j18 The Declarations Act defines M isw[^Z PQOXM^M`U[Zj M_ M declaration
in a signed record given under oath,j UZOXaPUZS MZe i_c[^Z _`M`QYQZ`' bQ^URUOM`U[Z'
certificate, and affidavit.j19 The Declarations Act applies to verifications required
by Court of Chancery Rule 3(aa) NQOMa_Q `TQ iXMcj [R 8QXMcM^Q ^Q]aU^UZS `TQ a_Q
of a sworn declaration includes iM ^aXQ [R O[a^`(j20
Thus, iZ XUQa [R Z[`M^UfM`U[Z' `TQ 8QOXM^M`U[Z_ 5O` MXX[c_ MZ iaZ_c[^Z
PQOXM^M`U[Zj Ne M \XMUZ`URR \Te_UOMXXe X[OM`QP beyond the boundaries of the United
States to satisfy the requirements of Court of Chancery Rule 3(aa). To support its
application, the declarant must be outside the United States 21 and an unsworn
declaration must contain _aN_`MZ`UMXXe `TQ R[XX[cUZS XMZSaMSQ3 i> PQOXM^Q aZPQ^

17

10 Del. C. ch. 53A.
Id. § 5354(a).
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Id. § 5352(6).
20
Id. § 5352(2).
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Id. § 5353.
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penalty of perjury under the law of Delaware that the foregoing is true and correct,
and that I am physically located outside the geographic boundaries of the United
F`M`Q_(j22
V. ANALYSIS
A. The Notarizations and Rule 41(b)
6Q__QZeQUl_ signature was notarized in Pennsylvania even though he was not
in the United States. 23 Under Pennsylvania law, Bes_QZeQUl_ RMUXa^Q `[ M\\QM^
before Bennett at the time the notarizations took place renders the notarizations
invalid. 6Q__QZeQUl_ bQ^URUOM`U[Z_ M^Q `TQ^QR[^Q MX_[ UZbMXUP R[^ `TQ \a^\[_Q_ [R
Court of Chancery Rule 3(aa).
8QRQZPMZ`_l QRR[^` `[ [N`MUZ PU_YUssal of this action turns on whether the
collective conduct of Bessenyei, Bennett, Goggin, and DXMUZ`URRl_ Delaware counsel
relating to the invalid notarizations rises to the level of a deliberate violation of the
Rules of this Court that would warrant an involuntary dismissal with prejudice
under Parfi. The Court will address the actions of each of these actors in turn.

22

Id. § 535/( 6Q__QZeQUl_ \M\Q^_ PUP Z[` UZOXaPQ cords to this effect; indeed, those papers
provided the oppositehthat he was appearing personally in Pennsylvania. Thus, Bessenyei did
not rely on the Declarations Act.
23
The record does not provide an explanation for why he did not use the Declarations Act or
why that statute would not have met his needs.
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1. 6Q__QZeQUl_ O[ZPaO`
6Q__QZeQUl_ signature appears on each of the three documents at issue.
Bessenyei was not present before Bennett and not in Philadelphia at the time
Bennett notarized the May 25, June 1, and June 26 verifications.

Bessenyei,

perhaps, could have used other options, but, instead, he chose to have Bennett
notarize the verifications in Philadelphia without his presence, rendering them
invalid under both Pennsylvania and Delaware law.
As a non-lawyer and as a Hungarian national residing in Switzerland, it is
understandable if Bessenyei did not have an appreciation for the notary laws of
Pennsylvania, or that he did not know that under Pennsylvania law he was required
to appear personally before the notary public in order for notarizations to be valid.
It appears, however, that Bessenyei consulted Goggin before the first verification
on May 25, and asked Goggin, a Pennsylvania attorney, whether it was possible for
Goggin to notarize the verification because Bessenyei icM_ P[cZ UZ `TQ U_XMZP_
MZP PUPZl` WZ[c cTQ^Q TQ O[aXP SQ` MZe`TUZS Z[`M^UfQP(j24
2. 6QZZQ``l_ O[ZPaO`
Bennett is the notary responsible for performing the improper notarizations,
and her seal appears on each of the three verifications at issue.

The record

suggests, however, that Bennett was not acting solely in an independent capacity as

24

Goggin Dep. at 13.
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notary when she notarized the verifications. Bennett is a legal assistant employed
by Goggin in his law office. Bennett was asked by Goggin to notarize each of the
verifications.25 Bennett then notarized the documents upon being so instructed,
even though Bennett obviously was aware in each instance that Bessenyei was not
present before her.
The steps that Bennett took to determine whether she could perform the
notarizations without 6Q__QZeQUl_ \^Q_QZOQ were not reasonable. Bennett did not
^QbUQc `TQ N[[WXQ` MbMUXMNXQ [Z `TQ DQZZ_eXbMZUM 8Q\M^`YQZ` [R F`M`Ql_ cQN_U`Q
enti`XQP iB[`M^UQ_ DaNXUO UZ DQZZ_eXbMZUM3 M D[_U`U[Z [R DaNXUO G^a_`'j a booklet
available for download. 26

She did not use the telephone number of the

Pennsylvania governmental agency that oversees notaries, the Bureau of
Commissions, Elections and Legislation, Division of Legislation and Notaries, at
the Pennsylvania Department of State.27 She did not consult the website of the
National Notary Association.28

25

Bennett Dep. at 21.
http://www.dos.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/general_information_and_equipment/12
642 (last visited Aug. 7, 2012).
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Although Bennett claims that she researched the question using Google
before agreeing to notarize the documents without 6Q__QZeQUl_ presence, neither
Bennett nor the Plaintiffs have provided the sources upon which Bennett relied. At
her deposition, she failed to recall whether her Google search was targeted
specifically at Pennsylvania notary rules or what website she found on Google.29
When directly asked whether she searched specifically for whether it was
appropriate under Pennsylvania rules to notarize the documents without
6Q__QZeQUl_ \^Q_QZOQ' 6QZZQ`` _`M`QP `TM` _TQ O[aXP Z[` ^QYQYNQ^( 30
The Plaintiffs also claim that Bennett relied upon M iO^QPUNXQ cU`ZQ__j
exception in Pennsylvania notary law, and that she consulted a colleague to make
sure that her aZPQ^_`MZPUZS [R `TQ iO^QPUNXQ cU`ZQ__j ^aXQ cM_ O[^^QO`(
Unfortunately, aZPQ^ DQZZ_eXbMZUMl_ notary public law, TMbUZS M iO^QPUNXQ
cU`ZQ__j P[Q_ Z[` QdOa_Q `TQ _USZM`[^e R^[Y TMbUZS `[ appear personally before the
notary.31 DQZZ_eXbMZUMl_ notary public lMc ^Q]aU^Q_ i_M`U_RMO`[^e QbUPQZOQ `TM` `TQ
person appearing before the notary is the person described in and who is executing
`TQ UZ_`^aYQZ`(j 32 According to the statute, this i_M`U_RMO`[^e QbUPQZOQj must
consist of either M S[bQ^ZYQZ` U__aQP UPQZ`URUOM`U[Z OM^P i[^ `TQ [M`T [^ MRRU^YM`U[Z
29

Bennett Dep. at 21.
Bennett Dep. at 21-22.
31
See., e.g., Answers to Self-Test Questions' B[`M^e 6[[WXQ` M` 0- %i5 Z[`M^e \aNXUO U_ MXcMe_
required to have the individual who is executing an affidavit personally appear before them even
cTQ^Q `TQ Z[`M^e \aNXUO U_ \Q^_[ZMXXe RMYUXUM^ cU`T `TQ _USZM`a^Q [R `TQ UZPUbUPaMX(j&
32
57 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 158.1(a).
30
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of a credible witness who is personally known to the notary and who personally
WZ[c_ `TQ UZPUbUPaMX(j33 Even with a credible witness attesting to the identity of
the witness, however, the person is still required to appear before the notary in
order for the notarization to be valid.
Although Bennett acted contrary to her responsibilities as a Pennsylvania
notary public in notarizing the three documents at issue without 6Q__QZeQUl_
presence, and although Bennett ought to have taken steps beyond a simple Google
search to determine whether she could do so, any disciplinary action is a matter for
the Pennsylvania authorities.34 For present purposes, it is worth emphasizing that
Bennett is employed by Goggin, a Pennsylvania attorney, and she has testified that
she notarized the documents because Goggin directed her to do so.35
3. <[SSUZl_ 7[ZPaO`
Goggin, one of the Plaintiffs in this action and a practicing attorney in
Philadelphia, claims that, although he had previously only seen notarizations
performed when the signer was actually in the presence of the notary, he
approached Bennett about notarizing 6Q__QZeQUl_ _USZM`a^Q and relied on her
determination that notarizing the document of someone outside her presence was
permitted. As a Pennsylvania attorney, Goggin ought to have known better.
33

Id.
Pennsylvania Department of State, Disciplinary Actions, available at http://www.portal.state.
pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/x_disciplinary_actions/_12528 (last visited Aug. 7, 2012).
35
Bennett Dep. at 22.
34
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Lawyers in Pennsylvania, like lawyers in Delaware, are directly responsible
for the actions of those whom they supervise.

According to the Rules of

Professional Conduct for attorneys in both Pennsylvania and Delaware, iM XMceQ^
having direct supervisory authority over a nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts
`[ QZ_a^Q `TM` `TQ \Q^_[Zl_ O[ZPaO` U_ O[Y\M`UNXQ cU`T `TQ \^[RQ__U[ZMX [NXUSM`U[Z_
[R `TQ XMceQ^(j 36 Delaware and Pennsylvania law both further provide that a
lawyer who orders or ratifies misconduct by another is responsible for such
misconduct.37
EQSM^PXQ__ [R cTQ`TQ^ <[SSUZl_ ^Q]aQ_`_ `TM` Bennett notarize the
documents cU`T[a` 6Q__QZeQUl_ \^Q_QZOQ O[Z_`U`a`QP i[^PQ^_'j Goggin had
knowledge of her conduct and subsequently ratified her conduct by seeking to
benefit from the improperly notarized documents in this litigation. After each time
that Goggin asked Bennett to notarize a verification without Bessenyeil_ \^Q_QZOQ,
Goggin took the document and transmitted it to Delaware counsel.
A newsletter issued by the Disciplinary Board of the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania, the November 2010 Attorney E-newsletter, states that, in
DQZZ_eXbMZUM' iKMLZ M``[^ZQe cT[ PU^QO`_ [^ QZO[a^MSQ_ MZ QY\X[eQQ-notary to
Z[`M^UfQ P[OaYQZ`_ Z[` _USZQP UZ `TQ Z[`M^el_ \^Q_QZOQ O[YYU`_ _Q^U[a_

36
37

8QX( @MceQ^_l EaXQ_ [R D^[RlX 7[ZPaO` E( .(,%N&4 DM( EaXQ_ [R D^[RlX 7[ZPaOt R. 5.3(b).
8QX( @MceQ^_l EaXQ_ [R D^[RlX 7[ZPaO` E( .(,%O&4 DM( EaXQ_ [R D^[RlX 7[ZPaO` E( .(,%O&(
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misconduct and O[aXP RMOQ PU_OU\XUZQ(j38 The publication is instructive, further, in
its analysis of the relevant sections of the Pennsylvania Rules of Professional
Conduct, which bind Goggin as a Pennsylvania attorney. Whether he read this
publication is not known.
Rule 8.4 of the Pennsylvania Rules of Professional Conduct provides that it
is professional misconduct for a lawyer to: i(a) violate or attempt to violate the
Rules of Professional Conduct, do so, or do so through the acts of another . . . ;
(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation;
(d) engage in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice . . . .j39
Further, a iXMceQ^ cT[ RUXQ_ [^ a_Q_ M P[OaYQZ` WZ[cUZS U` cM_ UY\^[\Q^Xe
Z[`M^UfQP YMe k[RRQ^ QbUPQZOQ `TM` `TQ XMceQ^ WZ[c_ `[ NQ RMX_Q'l UZ bU[XM`U[Z [R
EaXQ ,(,%M&%,&j [R `TQ DQZZ_eXbMZUM Rules of Professional Conduct. 40 These
provisions of the Pennsylvania Rules of Professional Conduct are substantially
similar to the corresponding rules of the Delaware LaweQ^_l EaXQ_ [R D^[RQ__U[ZMX
Conduct.
<[SSUZl_ O[ZPaO` UZ `TU_ XU`USM`U[Z would seem to violate each of these
ethical rules. On three separate occasions, Goggin caused his legal assistant to

38

Attorney E-Newsletter, The Disciplinary Board of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, p. 2
(Nov. 2010), http://www.padisciplinaryboard.org/newsletters/2010/november.
php#story2 (last visited Nov. 15, 2012).
39
Pa. EaXQ_ [R D^[RlX 7[ZPaO` E( 8.4.
40
Pa. EaXQ_ [R D^[RlX 7[ZPaO` E( 3.3(a)(3).
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notarize verifications improperly, in violation of Pennsylvania law and in violation
[R <[SSUZl_ [cZ \^[RQ__U[ZMX Q`TUOMX ^Q_\[Z_UNUXU`UQ_(

On each occasion after

Bennett affixed her notary seal to the verifications, Goggin, with full knowledge
`TM` `TQ Va^M` [Z `TQ P[OaYQZ`_ UZO[^^QO`Xe _`M`QP `TM` U` TMP NQQZ iFJCEB TO
MZP _aN_O^UNQP NQR[^Qj `TQ Z[`M^e Ne 6Q__QZeQU' `^MZ_YU``QP `TQ P[OaYQZ`_ `[
Delaware counsel to be used in this litigation.
Goggin acts individually as one of the Plaintiffs in this action and is not the
Delaware counsel who filed the improperly notarized documents with the Court.41
5X`T[aST <[SSUZl_ O[ZPaO` may have violated a slew of ethical rules under
Pennsylvania law, any disciplinary action he may face is up to the Disciplinary
Board of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
4. Delaware counsell_ conduct
As officers [R `TU_ 7[a^`' DXMUZ`URR_l Delaware lawyers are ultimately
responsible for the documents they file with the Court and serve on the Defendants.
Their role with respect to each of the documents at issue must be reviewed.
The May 25 verification
CZ AMe +.' +)*+' DXMUZ`URR_l O[aZ_QX `^MZ_YU``QP P^MR` bQ^URUOM`U[Z_ R[^ `TQ
initial complaint to Goggin and Bessenyei at 10:11 a.m., with instructions to iRUXX
in the state and country information, sign them and have them notarized and then

41

Goggin also has not been admitted pro hac vice under Court of Chancery Rule 170(b).
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email YQ M _USZQP O[\e(j 42 In a response to DXMUZ`URR_l counsel and Goggin,
Bessenyei recognized that `TQ^Q cM_ M iKZL[`M^UfM`U[Z \^[NXQY(j 43 At 10:38 a.m.,
Bessenyei wrote to DXMUZ`URR_l counsel, copyUZS <[SSUZ3 i\^[NXQY XUWQXe _[XbQP'
c[^WUZS [Z U`(j44 PlaintifR_l O[aZ_QX ^Q_\[ZPQP UYYQPUM`QXe' i<reat g `TMZW_(j45
At 11:09 a.m., Bessenyei wrote to DXMUZ`URR_l counsel, copying Goggin,
iKZL[`M^UfM`U[Z \^[NXQY _[XbQP' e[a SQ` U` UZ MZ T[a^ [^ _[(j46 Despite the specter
[R M Z[`M^UfM`U[Z \^[NXQY' DXMUZ`URR_l O[aZ_QX were not curious enough to inquire as
to what the notarization problem was or how it had been solved. 47 DXMUZ`URR_l
counsel then filed the initial complaint bearing the improper verification in the late
afternoon.
The June 1 verification
It appears that the June 1 verification was actually signed on May 31. 48
Defendantsl O[aZ_QX state `TM` `TQe OMXXQP DXMUZ`URR_l O[aZ_QX [Z AMe ,* `[ PU_Oa__
discovery issues,49 and that, Pa^UZS `TM` OMXX' DXMUZ`URR_l O[aZ_QX ^Q\^Q_QZ`QP `TM`
Bessenyei was on that day, traveling in the Caribbean.

42

8QR_(l C\QZUZS 6^( UZ Fa\\( [R A[`( `[ 8U_YU__ %iC\QZUZS 6^(j& 9d( 2(
Id.
44
Id.
45
Id.
46
Id.
47
A[`( G[ 8U_YU__ =^lS G^( ,1-,2 %5aS( ++' +)*+& %iG^(j&(
48
Opening Br., Ex. 6.
49
Id. Ex. 5; Tr. at 37.
43
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5X`T[aST DXMUZ`URR_l

counsel disputes the specifics of the May 31 phone call,50 their Delaware counsel
were aware of 6Q__QZeQUls frequent traveling. Plaintiffsl Delaware counsel should
therefore have taken better care to ensure that 6Q__QZeQUl_ Z[`M^UfM`U[Z_ cQ^Q
properly executed, SUbQZ 6Q__QZeQUl_ R^Q]aQZ` `^MbQX(
One of DXMUZ`URR_l O[aZ_QX reports that the first three times he spoke with
Bessenyei were Ne `QXQ\T[ZQ MZP 6Q__QZeQU cM_ iUZ `T^QQ PURRQ^QZ` O[aZ`^UQ_.j51
While PlaintifR_l O[aZ_QX MPYU` knowledge `TM` iA^( 6Q__QZeQU cM_ `^MbQXUZS
frequently and that there was discussion with Mr. Bessenyei when Mr. Bessenyei
was in different locations, 52 DXMUZ`URR_l O[aZ_QX OXMUY that the issue of where
Bessenyei was when he signed the verifications was not something that they
considered or looked at until the pending motion.53 There was no answer to the
question of whether anyone at their firm was aware of the notarization problem at
the time of the filings.54
The June 26 verification
Evidently, the date on the June 26 verification, like the June 1 verification,
was not correct. Bessenyei e-mailed a verification page with a signature to Goggin
five days before June 26, on June 21 at 5:40 p.m. The subject line of the e-mail

50

Tr. at 39.
Tr. at 15.
52
Tr. at 15.
53
Tr. at 15-16.
54
Tr. at 16.
51
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cM_ iB[`M^UfM`U[Zj MZP `TQ YQ__MSQ ^QMP3 iDX_' `TMZW_"j55 The verification page,
OM^^eUZS 6QZZQ``l_ Z[`M^UfM`U[Z PM`QP ?aZQ +/' was subsequently transmitted to
8QRQZPMZ`_l O[aZ_QX Ne DXMUZ`URR_l 8QXMcM^Q O[aZ_QX(

Bennett first saw this

document on June 26, and Bessenyei was not present when she notarized it.56
***
DXMUZ`URR_l O[aZ_QX _T[aXP TMbQ O[ZPaO`QP Ra^`TQ^ UZ]aU^UQ_ SUbQZ `TQ UZU`UMX
iZ[`M^UfM`U[Z \^[NXQYj [Z AMe +.( DXMUZ`URR_l O[aZ_QX _T[aXP also have paid more
attention `[ `TQ Z[`M^UfM`U[Z_' SUbQZ 6Q__QZeQUls frequent travel. DXMUZ`URR_l O[aZ_QX
could have suggested, for instance, that Bessenyei use the services of a local notary
where he happened to be present, or that Bessenyei avail himself of the
Declarations Act. With the benefit of hindsight, there are steps that Delaware
counsel, perhaps, should have or could have taken. The lack of record knowledge
precludes the imposition of the sanction of dismissal on their account.
GTQ Z[`M^UfM`U[Z_ [R <[SSUZl_ _USZM`a^Q M^Q Z[` [NVQO`U[ZMNXQ( GTQ R[Oa_
must bQ [Z `TQ UY\^[\Q^ Z[`M^UfM`U[Z [R 6Q__QZeQUl_ _USZM`a^Q( 6Q__QZeQU YMe Z[`
have known that the notarizations of his signature were inappropriate; Goggin,
who may be considered ultimately responsible for the improper notarizations is
acting only as a party in this actionhnot as a lawyer of record; Plaintiffsl

55
56

Opening Br., Ex. 13.
Bennett Dep. at 37.
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Delaware counsel, who perhaps should have been more vigilant, did not realizeh
or so the record suggestshthat the notarizations were improper.
GTU_ 7[a^`l_ rules, in an effort to assure truthfulness, require verification of
complaints, answers, and comparable pleadings.

Failing to comply with this

requirement is not some mere technicality; it undercuts the integrity of the judicial
\^[OQ__( GTQ \^[NXQY_ cU`T 6Q__QZeQUl_ Z[`M^UfM`U[Z_ [OOa^^QP [Z `T^ee separate
occasions. The Court (and opposing counsel) were misled. Whether Goggin and
Bennett knew, in fact and in law, that their conduct was improper does not really
matter because, as set forth above, the requirement that the person whose signature
is to be notarized personally appeared before the notary is both clear and readily
accessible to anyone who undertakes any sort of effort to find out.
Conduct of this nature warrants dismissal. The more difficult question is:
what to dismiss? The obvious dismissal would be of Bessenyei because, after all,
his signatures were the ones improperly notarized. But, of those involved with the
Plaintiffs and the notarizations, Bessenyei probably knew (or should have known)
the least about American notary procedures. Goggin, a lawyer, directed someone
in his office to go forward with the notarization process, but he does not act, at
least formally, in this matter as a lawyer and, as noted, the notarizations of his
signatures are without challenge.
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Critical d[OaYQZ`_ OM^^eUZS 6Q__QZeQUl_ _USZM`a^Q_ cQ^Q Z[` \^[\Q^Xe
notarized as required by the Rules. The failure was not incidental or technical.
6Q__QZeQU _QQY_ `[ TMbQ NQQZ McM^Q [R M i\^[NXQY'j Na` TU_ O[-Plaintiff, Goggin,
and someone on his staff, Bennett, working M_ <[SSUZl_ QY\X[eQQ' cQ^Q MO`UZS R[^
Bessenyei as well, and Bessenyei is fairly charged with the consequences of their
acts. For these reasons, Bessenyei will be dismissed as a Plaintiff.
Goggin may not have been acting as a lawyer in this mM``Q^' Na` 6QZZQ``l_
acts as notary occurred at his offices while Bennett toiled under his supervision.
Perhaps he did not know that it is not proper to notarize a signature without the
person before the notary, but he should have known. His conduct goes to the very
concerns that resulted in the adoption of Rule 3(aa) and its notarization
requirements. The documents report that Bessenyei signed before the notary.
Bennett and Goggin knew that not to be true, but Goggin did nothing to preserve
the integrity of the process that he commenced in this Court. No sanction short of
dismissal is appropriate under these circumstances.
B. Request for Attorneys Fees and Costs
The 8QRQZPMZ`_ M^SaQ R[^ MZ McM^P [R M``[^ZQe_l RQQ_ MZP expenses incurred
in bringing their Motion to Dismiss pursuant to Court of Chancery Rule 41(b), as
well as their Motion for Discovery EQSM^PUZS DXMUZ`URR_l Ierifications. Typically,
XU`USMZ`_ Ya_` \Me `TQU^ [cZ M``[^ZQe_l RQQ_ MZP Qd\QZ_Q_ aZPQ^ `TQ 5YQ^UOMZ
21

Rule.57 Only rarely do Delaware courts deviate from this standard.58 Nevertheless,
bad faith is a well-established equitable exception to the American Rule and may
be found, for example, icTQ^Q \M^`UQ_ TMbQ ( ( ( RMX_URUQP ^QO[^P_(j59 Generally, a
party acting merely under an incorrect perception of its legal rights does not
engage in bad-faith conduct; 60 ^M`TQ^' `TQ \M^`el_ O[ZPaO` Ya_` PQY[Z_`^M`Q iMZ
MNa_Q [R `TQ VaPUOUMX \^[OQ__ MZP OXQM^Xe QbUPQZOQ K L NMP RMU`T(j61
The Plaintiffs achieved short-term tactical benefits by avoiding compliance
with the notary laws. With some thought and some patience, the entire problem
addressed in this memorandum opinion could have been circumvented.
Dishonesty in the course of litigation is a tempting marker of bad faith.62 Yet, here,
there is no question that Bessenyei, in fact, signed the documents. The ethical
failure arose in the context of not complying with a rule designed to assure that the

57

Goodrich v. E.F. Hutton Group, Inc., 681 A.2d 1039, 1043-44 (Del. 1996).
See Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., .*0 5(+P /.,' /.- %8QX( 7T( *21/& %Z[`UZS `TM` i8QXMcM^Q
O[a^`_ TMbQ NQQZ bQ^e OMa`U[a_ UZ S^MZ`UZS QdOQ\`U[Z_j `[ `TQ 5YQ^UOan Rule).
59
Johnston v. Arbitrium (Cayman Islands) Handels AG, 720 A.2d 542, 546 (Del. 1998)
(citations omitted).
60
Mother African Union First Colored Methodist Protestant Church v. Conference of African
Union First Colored Methodist Protestant Church, 1992 WL 83518, at *10 (Del. Ch. Apr. 22,
1992).
61
*; >4 // $ ( 0426?&% *;2& /D6<934>? ,7@75&% 948 A.2d 1140, 1151 (Del. Ch. 2008); see also
+1A;5 B& (<94 .1@D9 (<>=&' 11- 5(+P .))' .)/ %8QX( +)).& %iGTQ \a^\[_Q [R `TU_ _[-called bad
faith exception is to deter abusive litigation in the future, thereby avoiding harassment and
\^[`QO`UZS `TQ UZ`QS^U`e [R `TQ VaPUOUMX \^[OQ__(j& %UZ`Q^ZMX ]a[`M`U[Z_ [YU``QP&4 Montgomery
Cellular Holding Co., Inc. v. Dobler' 11) 5(+P +)/' ++0 %8QX( +)).& %iGTQ NMP RMU`T QdOQ\`U[Z is
M\\XUQP UZ kQd`^M[^PUZM^e OU^OaY_`MZOQ_l M_ M `[[X `[ PQ`Q^ MNa_UbQ XU`USM`U[Z MZP `[ \^[`QO` `TQ
UZ`QS^U`e [R `TQ VaPUOUMX \^[OQ__(j&(
62
There is no reason to conclude that there was any dishonesty during the course of these
proceedings other than that associated with the notarizations.
58
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party did sign his pleading and did stand behind its accuracy. The troubling
conduct is adequately addressed by dismissal. Dismissal also fully serves the
purpose of protecting the integrity of the judicial process in future proceedings. In
sum, the reasons behind the fee-shifting doctrine do not lead to the conclusion that
the circumstances of this case justify that infrequently granted relief.63
VI. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, this action must be dismissed, but the 8QRQZPMZ`_l
motion for reimbursement of M``[^ZQe_l RQQ_ MZP Qd\QZ_Q_ is denied.
An implementing order will be entered.

63

GTQ 8QRQZPMZ`_' cTUXQ Z[` NQUZS ^QUYNa^_QP `TQU^ M``[^ZQe_l RQQ_ MZP Qd\QZ_Q_' M^Q MX_[ _\M^QP
the additional costs that would have resulted from continued litigation over the merits of
DXMUZ`URR_l OXMUY_(
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